
Name: ____________________________________   Period: _______ Date: ___________________     
 

Stated and Implied Main Idea 

The main idea is: _________________________________________________                       ____.  
 
The main idea tells the reader the                  ____   of the paragraph.   
 
________________________      ____: are sentences used to describe or explain the main idea. 
 
Main Ideas are either ____________ or _____________. 
 
A stated main idea is _____________________ in the reading passage and is often found in the topic 
sentence (hint: can often found in the first or last sentence of the paragraph).   

 
An implied main idea is _____________________ in the reading passage and uses supporting 
details so the READER can determine the main idea (hint: can often found in the first or last sentence 
of the paragraph).   
 
Stated main ideas answer the question, “Which idea is most _______________ to the topic?”  

Implied main ideas are unstated; YOU the reader will have ________________ to figure it out. 
 

4 Steps to Discover the Main Idea 

1.  What is the ______________ of this passage?  
2.  What are the _______________ made about this topic? (The supporting details)  
3.  What point is the writer trying to _____________ or make? (State the point)  
4.  Does the statement represent the______________ thing the writer is saying about the 

topic? 

Example:   
The St. Lawrence Seaway was a joint project of the United State and Canada. Together, the two 
countries built a series of canals, locks, and channels. They connect the Great Lakes to the Atlantic 
Ocean by way of the St. Lawrence River. The seaway opened up the central part of North America to 
shipping to and from Europe. It had been in use since 1959. 

1.  What is the topic of this passage? _____________________________________________ 
2.  What are the points made about this topic? ______________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
3.  What point is the writer trying to prove or make? __________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
4.  Does the statement represent the most important thing the writer is saying? ____________ 
 

What is the MAIN IDEA of the paragraph? 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
Is it stated or implied?  _________________________________________________________ 

Summarize with AT LEAST TWO SENTENCES what you learned about stated and implied main 
ideas. ___________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________             
What is AT LEAST ONE question you still have about the main idea? 
________________________________________________________________________________ 



How Marshall University Football Came Back From Disaster 
A 1970 Plane Crash Wiped Out the Thundering Herd 

 
One of the worst sports related tragedies in United States history 
occurred on November 14, 1970, when a DC-9 plane carrying 75 people 
connected to the Marshall University football team crashed near 
Huntington, West Virginia with no survivors.  Among the dead were 37 
players from the Marshall Football team along with five coaches and 
several prominent people that were boosters of the football program. On 
the return flight back home to Marshall from a game in East Carolina, the 
plane crashed into a small hill during a rainstorm about a mile west of 
the Tri-State Airport and exploded into flames, killing everyone 
aboard.(1)  
 
Marshall University decided against discontinuing its football program, 
and went about rebuilding the program. Jack Lengyel, a Division III 
football coach from Ohio, was hired to lead the efforts. The first thing he 
had to do was find players. The NCAA allowed Marshall to make 
freshman eligible, and when all was said and done, Lengyel had put 
together a squad of walk-ons, freshman, and ex-servicemen. One of the 
team's best players was a linebacker named Nate Ruffin, who had 
missed the fatal flight because he had been injured. Lengyel made 
Ruffin the team captain. On the first day of Marshall football practice in 
1971, Coach Jack Lengyel read the team a letter that President Nixon 
had sent that said, “Friends across the land will be rooting for you, but 
whatever the season brings, you have already won your greatest victory 
by putting the 1971 varsity squad on the field.” (2)  
 
Marshall suffered through a 2-8 campaign, including five shutouts. A 66-
6 shellacking administered needlessly by Miami of Ohio has never been 
forgotten at the West Virginia school, where they still feel special 
contempt for the classless act. Marshall's first victory in football after the 
plane crash came over Xavier University came in such thrilling fashion 
that it seemed right out of a Hollywood movie. In the 1971 team's second 
game, Marshall found itself trailing Xavier by a count of 13-9 with less 
than two minutes to go. Although he had never kicked in a game prior to 
that contest, kicker Blake Smith hit a 31 yard field goal in the first half, 
but Xavier scored on a punt return early in the fourth quarter to gain an 
edge over Marshall. Quarterback Reggie Oliver calmly engineered the 
winning drive, completing a key fourth down pass to keep it alive and 
threw the game winner as the clock expired, a thirteen yarder to 
freshman Terry Gardner. The fans remained in the stands for over an 
hour after the contest was over, weeping and hugging one another, as 
so many of them had lost a loved one or known someone who had in the 
crash. (3)  
 
It would be thirteen seasons before Marshall would post a winning 
record, but the program became a dominant one soon after, winning 
several conference championships and producing NFL players such as 
Randy Moss and Chad Pennington. Winning season or losing season, 
the Marshall University Football Team’s victory over tragedy continues to 
be an inspiring story. (4)  
 

What is the main idea 
of each paragraph? If 
it is stated, tell the 
sentence number on 
the lines and 
underline it in the 
paragraph. 
 
(1)_______________
_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________ 
Circle:  
Stated or Implied?  
  
 
(2)_______________
_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________ 
Circle:  
Stated or Implied?  
  
 
(3)_______________
_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________ 
Circle:  
Stated or Implied?  
  
 
(4)_______________
_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________ 
Circle:  
Stated or Implied?  


